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ON-PAGE ORGANIC SEO
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES DESCRIPTION

Implementing a proper ON-PAGE ORGANIC SEO Internet Marketing strategy will eliminate the need to 
pay a Google AD company, saving your company 10’s and 100’s of Thousands of marketing dollars 
budgeted annually on Google AdWords Pay-per-Click (PPC) services, while substantially increasing 
your actual displayed daily search results by 95% on a continuous and ongoing permanent basis.

Fluently speaking, reading and writing the language of the internet is crucial in ensuring the successful 
implementation of your company’s ON-PAGE Organic SEO Internet Marketing strategy. As such, M2M 
Certified has embedded a multitude of combined complex “Internet Language Hard Skill-Sets” directly 
into its new digital website platform to offer Google Ready “Internet-On” Organic ON-PAGE SEO 
Subscription services as part of its new 100% Digital operating model.

Listed below is a high-level description of the Organic ON-PAGE SEO service elements M2M Certified 
includes in its platform offering to its strategic suppliers.

Authentic Google quality content creation
Google grade copywriting
Specialized title tag front-loading techniques
SEO-friendly URL creation
Multimedia content development
Specialized outbound link utilization/implementation methods
Keyword placement optimization research/integration
Specific target keyword tagging research/integration
Load speed optimization
Title tag modifiers
Prominent social sharing button utilization
Long content publishing
Bounce rate optimization
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) keyword utilization techniques
Dwell time enhancement
Specialized Google quality internal linking techniques
H2/H3 tag implementations
Specialized image quality customization/optimization techniques
Critical Long-Tail Keyword (LKP) phrase research/implementation techniques

The key to success in achieving optimal Organic SEO Internet Marketing ROI results is to constantly 
Feed-the-Machine with Google ready engaging authentic quality content employing the service element 
techniques above and embedding them atop a high-quality/clean-coded digital website platform made 
from scratch.

THE POWER OF THE INTERNET IS IN OUR HANDS
WELCOME TO THE WILD, WILD, FUTURE…
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